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By Samuel Marquis

Mount Sopris Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. In this second thriller in the bestselling WWII Trilogy, the Eternal City of
Rome during the Nazi Occupation of 1943-1944 is a besieged city with four parties grappling for
control: the Allies--represented by Captain John Bridger of the American-Canadian First Special
Service Force--trying to capture Rome as the first Axis prize of war but encountering stiff
opposition; the German Occupiers--represented by SS Colonel Wilhelm Hollmann, the German
father of John Bridger--trying to throw the Allies back into the sea while holding Rome hostage and
using it as a staging ground and supply line to the front; Pope Pius XII, codenamed the Chief, deeply
involved in the plot to remove Hitler from power while struggling to maintain Vatican impartiality,
save Rome from destruction, and protect the city s Jews and others from extermination; and finally,
the Partisans represented by Teresa Hollmann, daughter of Hollmann and half-sister of John
Bridger, who during the Occupation is transformed from a passive member of Rome s aristocracy
to an active Resistance fighter. Based on actual historical events and newly released OSS/CIA and
KGB documents, Altar of Resistance...
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This composed ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended almost everything out of this composed e ebook. You may like just how the blogger publish this
ebook.
-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .

An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer  Fr itsch-- Spencer  Fr itsch
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